
Nexus Gold Corp Featured on CEO Clips on
CBC’s Documentary Channel

Mines in Burkina Faso

Gold in quartz from Niangouela

VANCOUVER, BC, CANADA, July 12,
2018 /EINPresswire.com/ -- BTV’s CEO
Clips, a series of short video profiles on
innovative publicly traded companies
across North America, is currently
featuring junior gold explorer Nexus Gold
Corp (TSX.V: NX, OTC: NXXGF) on
CBC’s Documentary Channel throughout
the day and evenings through July 15.
View link: https://youtu.be/_GekN12EZ_I 

Further online distribution through BTV’s
CEO Clips include:  BNN.ca, Thomson
Reuters Insider Network Terminals,
Yahoo Finance, TSX, Globe Investor,
Stockwatch, Bloomberg,
Stockhouse.com and BTV’s YouTube
channel.  

About CBC’s Documentary Channel and
BTV

CBC’s Doc Channel is a digital television
station devoted to showing the best
documentaries from Canada and around
the world. 

BTV-Business Television and CEO Clips
produce and house the largest library of
company video features and campaigns
for publicly traded companies for
broadcast on TV and financial sites.
Contact info@b-tv.com 

About Nexus Gold Corp

Nexus Gold is a Vancouver-based gold
exploration and development company
operating primarily in Burkina Faso, West
Africa. The company is currently
concentrating its efforts on establishing a
compliant resource at one or more of it’s three current projects. The 38-square km Bouboulou project
comprises no less than five established gold zones contained within three separate 5-km long gold
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Drill Cores from Nexus Gold

trends. The adjacent 250-square km
Rakounga gold concession extends the
Bouboulou gold trends and currently
contains three drill tested zones of
mineralization. The Niangouela gold
concession is a 178-square km project
featuring high-grade gold occurring in
and around a primary quartz vein and
associated shear zone approximately
one km in length.

Nexus Gold Corp trades on the TSX
Venture under the symbol NXS, and on
the OTCBB under teh symbol NXXGF.

Please visit www.nexusgoldcorp.com for
more information on the Company
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